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Abstract

Cyclic AMP (cAMP) is an important second messenger that regulates a wide range of physiological processes. In mammalian cutaneous melanocytes, cAMP-mediated signaling pathways activated by G-protein coupled receptors (GPCRs), like melanocortin 1 receptor (MC1R), play critical roles in melanocyte homeostasis including cell survival, proliferation and pigment synthesis. Impaired cAMP signaling is associated with increased risk of cutaneous melanoma. Whereas mutations in mitogen activated protein kinase (MAPK) pathway components are the most frequent oncogenic drivers of melanoma, the role of cAMP in melanoma is not well understood. Here, using the BRAF(V600E)/PTEN-null mouse model of melanoma, topical application of an adenylate cyclase agonist, forskolin (a cAMP inducer), accelerated melanoma tumor development in vivo and stimulated the proliferation of mouse and human primary melanoma cells, but not human metastatic melanoma cells in vitro. The differential response of primary and metastatic melanoma cells was also evident upon pharmacological inhibition of the cAMP effector protein kinase A (PKA). Pharmacological inhibition and small interfering RNA (siRNA)-mediated knockdown of other cAMP signaling pathway components showed that EPAC-RAP1 axis, an alternative cAMP signaling pathway, mediates the switch in response of primary and metastatic melanoma cells to cAMP. Evaluation of pERK levels revealed that this phenotypic switch was not correlated with changes in MAPK pathway activity. Although cAMP elevation did not alter the sensitivity of metastatic melanoma cells to BRAF(V600E) and MEK inhibitors, the EPAC-RAP1 axis appears to contribute to resistance to MAPK pathway inhibition. These data reveal a MAPK pathway-independent switch in response to cAMP signaling during melanoma progression.
Implications: The pro-survival mechanism involving the cAMP-EPAC-RAP1 signaling pathway suggest the potential for new targeted therapies in melanoma.
Introduction

Cyclic AMP (cAMP) signaling, triggered by the activation of stimulatory G protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs), regulates a wide range of physiological functions. In mammalian melanocytes, the cAMP signaling cascade is activated by the binding of α-melanocyte stimulating hormone to melanocortin 1 receptor (MC1R, a GPCR) leading to the expression of microphthalmia-associated transcription factor (MITF), the melanocyte master regulator (1). Human MC1R gene polymorphisms that result in cAMP signaling impairment are associated with a fair skin and red hair color phenotype and increased risk of melanoma (2-4). The MC1R-cAMP pathway has been implicated in reduction of ultraviolet-induced oxidative stress via activation of p53, suggesting a possible role for cAMP signaling in preventing melanocyte transformation (5).

Mutation of BRAF and NRAS, components of the mitogen activated protein kinase (MAPK) pathway are oncogenic drivers in majority of cutaneous melanomas; mutations and amplification of MITF have also been reported (6,7). Causative genetic alterations in the components of the cAMP signaling pathway have not been reported in melanoma. However, during transformation of mouse melanocytes by NRAS(G12V), cAMP is reported to be downregulated by its degradation by phosphodiesterase 4, allowing reactivation of CRAF to overcome the negative regulation of MAPK pathway by phosphorylation of BRAF by ERK (8,9). It has also been reported that cAMP signaling, through protein kinase A (PKA) activity, inhibits cdc25B phosphatase and delays cell cycle progression in human melanoma cell lines (10). cAMP signaling has also been implicated in acquired resistance to MAPK inhibition in BRAF(V600E) melanomas (11), highlighting the need for a better understanding of crosstalk between cAMP signaling and MAPK signaling in melanoma.
cAMP can signal via two alternative pathways- the PKA-CREB axis and the exchange protein 
directly activated by cAMP (EPAC)-RAP1 axis. EPAC, also known as cAMP-dependent 
RAPGEF, is a guanine nucleotide exchange factor (GEF) for the Ras-related protein 1 (RAP1), 
which activates RAP1 by GDP-GTP exchange. There are two EPAC isoforms- EPAC1 
(RAPGEF3) and EPAC2 (RAPGEF4) (12,13). There is limited information on the role of EPAC-
RAP1 signaling in melanoma, limited to its role in cell migration and tumor growth in mouse 
xenograft models (14-16). Contradictory roles have been assigned to RAP1 in melanoma. For 
example, although higher activated RAP1 (GTP bound RAP1) levels are found in human 
metastatic melanoma cell lines and tissues compared to normal melanocytes (17), RAP1 has 
been shown to impair vasculogenic mimicry, an indicator of melanoma aggressiveness (18). The 
role of EPAC-RAP1 signaling axis in mediating the effects of cAMP in melanocytes and 
melanoma is not completely understood.

In this study, we found that topical application of forskolin (FSK), an adenylate cyclase agonist 
that elevates cAMP, accelerated tumor development and promoted tumor growth in a genetic 
model of mouse melanoma. Elevation of cAMP also stimulated the growth of both mouse and 
human primary melanoma cells, but inhibited the growth and survival of human metastatic 
melanoma cells. Employing chemical and genetic modulation of the EPAC-RAP1 axis, an 
alternative cAMP signaling pathway, we show that inhibition of EPAC-RAP1 signaling 
decreased survival of human primary melanoma cells but increased proliferation and survival of 
metastatic melanoma cells. We propose that EPAC acts as a signaling switch in mediating the 
opposing roles cAMP plays during melanoma progression.
Materials and Methods

Animals

B6.Cg-Braf\textsuperscript{tm1Mmcm} Pten\textsuperscript{tm1Hwu} Tg(Tyr-cre/ERT2)13Bos/BosJ mouse melanoma model was obtained from The Jackson Lab, Bar Harbor, ME (19). Flanks of 4-6 week old mice (females and males) were shaved and 2 different areas of each flank of the mice were marked using a permanent marker. Next day, 2μL of a 5mM 4-Hydroxytamoxifen (4-HT) (≥70% isomer - Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) was applied topically at each of the marked areas and the solution was spread using a pipette tip in the marked area and mice were separated for several minutes before putting them back together in the cage. Beginning on Day 2 and for a total of 14 days, we applied either DMSO or the AC inhibitor, SQ22,536, at the same spots where 4-HT was applied. Mice were monitored every 3 days. Tumors were measured with a digital caliper every 3 days until day 40-45 after 4-HT application. The volume of the tumor was calculated $\frac{(\text{Length} \times \text{Width}^2)}{2}$. Between days 40-45, mice were euthanized, half of each excised tumor was fixed in 10% formalin for histology and the other half was flash frozen and stored at -80°C for biochemical analysis.

Cell culture

Normal human melanocytes were obtained from human neonatal foreskin and cultured as described previously (20). Primary melanoma cell lines were obtained from Rockland (Pottstown, PA) and cultured as recommended. Mutations status of primary melanoma cells: WM1862- BRAF(V600E); WM1552C- BRAF(V600E)/PTEN(mutated and hemizygous deletion). Metastatic melanoma cell lines (MRA series) were established at UW-Madison by Dr. Mark Albertini and cultured in DMEM medium containing 10% FBS and 1% penicillin/streptomycin. BRAF mutation status was confirmed by DNA sequencing and western
blot using BRAF(V600E) antibody. Braf<sup>CA</sup>/Pten<sup>−/−</sup> mouse melanoma cell lines were established and cultured as previously described (21) in a humid incubator with 5% CO<sub>2</sub> at 37ºC.

**Immunohistochemistry**

Mouse tumors were fixed in buffered 10% formalin and stored in 70% ethanol were processed and sectioned by the UWCCC Experimental Pathology Laboratory. Antigen retrieval was performed in a pH 6.0 citrate buffer (10mM citric acid, 0.05% tween 20) for 3 minutes in a Biocare decloaker (Biocare, Concord, CA). Nonspecific binding was blocked with 10% goat serum in PBS for 1h and endogenous peroxidase was blocked with 0.3% hydrogen peroxide in PBS for 10 min. The slides were then incubated with primary antibody at 1:800 dilution for pCREB, S100A4 (Cell Signaling Technology), and Ki67 (Vector Laboratories, Inc.) or 1:6,400 for CREB in PBS with 1% goat serum overnight at 4º C. After washing, the sections were incubated with Signal Stain® Boost IHC Detection Reagent (Cell Signaling) for 30 min at room temperature. Slides were washed in PBS and developed with Signal Stain® DAB Substrate Kit (Cell Signaling), counterstained with hematoxylin, dehydrated and mounted with Permount.

**Western blots**

Approximately 10mg of tissue was sonicated in 500µL of lysis buffer (RIPA Buffer supplemented with protease and phosphatase inhibitors). Lysates were centrifuged for 30 min. at 4ºC and the supernatants were collected. Cells at >70% confluency were washed, scraped, lysed in RIPA buffer (with protease and phosphatase inhibitors) and the lysates were sonicated for 30 s and centrifuged for 30 min at 4ºC and the supernatants were collected.

Soluble protein was quantitated using BCA Protein Assay Kit (Thermo Scientific). SDS-PAGE was performed with 10-30µg of protein. Proteins were transferred to PVDF membrane
(PerkinElmer, Waltham, MA) and blocked with 5% non-fat milk in TBS/0.1% Tween. After incubation overnight with primary antibodies at optimized dilutions, membranes were washed and incubated with HRP conjugated secondary antibodies. Proteins bands were detected using ECL Start Western Blotting Detection Reagent (Amersham), imaged on ImageQuant LAS 4000 (GE Healthcare Life Sciences, Marlborough, MA) and the band intensities were quantified using ImageJ (NIH).

**Proliferation and survival assays**

For MTT assays, equal number of cells (2,500 to 5,000/well) were plated in 96-well plates and incubated at 37°C overnight and the next day, medium was replaced with medium containing chemical inhibitors or activators. The absorbance was read at 540nm after adding 20µL of a 5mg/mL MTT dye solution (Sigma-Aldrich) at 37°C for 45 mins. For clonogenicity assays, cells were plated at a density of 250-500 cells/well in 6-well plates. After cells attached, media containing the appropriate chemical activators or inhibitors were added and replenished every third day for two or three weeks. Clonogenecity was assessed according to (22) and colonies were counted.

**Lentiviral shRNA**

Cells were (in 60mm plates) transduced with CREB1 shRNA lentiviruses (CLONE ID TRCN0000011085 or TRCN0000007308) or scrambled shRNA (RHS6848) (Thermo Scientific). After 48 hours of transduction, medium was replaced with selection medium (5µg/mL puromycin) and cells were maintained in puromycin medium.

**RAP1-GTP pulldown assay**
Cells were lysed with RIPA buffer with protease and phosphatase inhibitors. Equal amount of protein (approximately 150µg) was incubated with GST-RAP binding domain (RBD) of RalGDS conjugated to glutathione beads for 2 hours at 4°C and centrifuged for 30 seconds. Beads were washed with RIPA buffer and mixed with loading dye containing β-mercaptoethanol. RAP1-GTP levels were detected by western blot.

**RAP1 siRNA**

RAP1 siRNA and fluorescein (FITC) conjugated control siRNA were obtained from Santa Cruz Biotechnology. A pool of four siRNAs for RAP1A/B (sc-36384) or a pool of two siRNAs each for RAP1A or RAP1B was used. Cells plated at 30-50% confluency were cultured for 24 h prior to siRNA transfection using Lipofectamine 2000 Reagent (Invitrogen). Transfection efficiency was assessed by percent fluorescent cells transfected with the control siRNA (sc-36869).

**Antibodies**

CREB, pCREB, ERK, pERK, RAP1A/B, S100A4, and β-Tubulin antibodies were obtained from Cell Signaling. BRAF(V600E) antibody was obtained from Roche. GAPDH antibody was from Proteintech (Rosemont, IL). Ki67 was obtained from Vector Laboratories. β-actin antibody was obtained from Sigma-Aldrich.

**Chemicals**

Forskolin was from Sigma-Aldrich or Selleckchem (Houston, TX). H89, ESI-09, PLX4032/Vemurafenib, and AZD6244/Selumetinib were obtained from Selleckchem. 4-hydroxytamoxifen (4-HT) (≥70% isomer) was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich.

**Statistical analysis**
All statistical analyses were performed using the Analysis function of GraphPad Prism6 (Ver. 6.05). Differences with P values <0.05 were considered statistically significant.
Results

Cyclic AMP (cAMP) promotes melanoma tumor development

Using an inducible mouse melanoma model carrying oncogenic Braf<sup>Ca</sup> allele and floxed Pten<sup>B6.Cg-Braf<sup>tm1Mmcm</sup>Pten<sup>tm1Hwu</sup>Tg(Tyr-cre/ERT2)13Bos/BosJ</sup>, we investigated the role of cAMP in melanoma tumor development <i>in vivo</i> by topical application of forskolin (FSK), an adenylate cyclases (ACs) activator (<b>Fig. 1A</b>). Topical application of 4-hydroxitamoxifen (4-HT) induces pigmented lesions in the skin that progress to malignancy requiring euthanasia between 4-8 weeks (19). After 24 h of topical application of 4-HT for tumor induction, we applied FSK or vehicle (DMSO) at the same location daily for two weeks. Palpable tumors appeared 4-5 weeks after 4-HT application in 35.71% (10/28) sites in vehicle treated control animals, whereas tumors were palpable at 75% (21/28) of the sites in FSK treated animals. This difference in tumor latency was significant (χ<sup>2</sup> with Yates correction, two-tailed P = 0.0072). Six weeks after 4-HT application, while 96.43% (27/28) sites treated with FSK developed tumors, 82.14% (23/28) of the vehicle treated sites had tumors (<b>Table S1</b>).

Activation of AC with FSK also increased tumor volume by 1.9-fold compared to control [FSK mean tumor volume (mm<sup>3</sup>) ± SEM = 419.9 ± 57.33 vs. DMSO mean tumor volume (mm<sup>3</sup>) ± SEM = 222.6 ± 33.86, <b>Fig. 1B</b>]. At the end of Week 6, when tumors in any of the FSK treated mice grew to 1cm<sup>3</sup>, mice were euthanized and cutaneous tumors were excised. Gross examination of internal organs did not show any internal metastatic lesions.

Immunohistochemical analyses showed more proliferative (Ki67-positive) melanoma cells (S100A-positive) in tumors from FSK treated mice compared to DMSO treated mice consistent with the differences observed in tumor volume (<b>Fig. 1B-C</b>). There was no significant difference in total tissue melanin in tumors from control and treated mice (<b>Fig. S1A</b>). Western blot analysis
of tissue extracts of representative tumors from 2-3 different mice showed no significant difference in pERK levels between tumors from control and FSK treated mice (Fig. S1B).

Next, to test whether melanoma cells in these mouse tumors are intrinsically responsive to cAMP elevation or the tumor microenvironment is required for their response to cAMP, we established cell lines from tumors [as described in (21)] excised from a DMSO treated animal 8 weeks after 4-HT application. Western blot analysis of cell lysates for expression of melanocyte differentiation marker tyrosinase (Tyr), the presence of dark black pigment, and the decreased survival upon inhibition of BRAF(V600E) confirmed that these proliferating cells in the culture are from melanoma tumors (Fig. S1C and S1D). Treatment of these cells with FSK increased their proliferation (Fig. 1D). Treatment with FSK had similar growth stimulatory effect on human cutaneous primary BRAF mutant melanoma cells (Fig. 1E). These data suggest cAMP promotes melanoma development in vivo and enhances the growth of primary melanoma cells in vitro.

**cAMP negatively regulates the growth, survival and migration of metastatic melanoma cells**

Next, we aimed to study the role of the endogenous cAMP signaling pathway on melanoma growth, survival, and migration. First, we quantified the activation status of the cAMP pathway in a series of exponentially growing human metastatic melanoma cell lines (passage ≤30) harboring either wild type BRAF and NRAS or mutant BRAF or mutant NRAS. The steady state \[\text{[cAMP]}\] in these metastatic melanoma cell lines did not show correlation with the MAPK pathway mutation status (Fig. S2A). The intracellular \[\text{[cAMP]}\] in melanoma cell lines (10-35 pmol/mg-protein) was lower than \[\text{[cAMP]}\] in normal human melanocytes (NHM) cultured in a cAMP inducing medium (51.28 pmol/mg-protein) (Fig. S2A). Activity of CREB, as measured
by its phosphorylation and by CRE-luciferase reporter activity, did not correlate with the intracellular [cAMP] suggesting a dysregulation of the cAMP-CREB signaling axis in melanoma cells (Fig. S2B and Fig. S2C). Neither constitutive levels of pCREB nor its transcriptional activity correlated with MAPK activity levels as measured by pERK. Taken together, these results show a dysregulation of cAMP signaling in melanoma independent to MAPK pathway mutation status (Fig. S2D).

To confirm that treatment with FSK increases [cAMP], we measured the intracellular [cAMP] in both NHM and melanoma cells (Fig. 3SA-B). FSK treatment increased [cAMP] in melanoma cells to a concentration comparable to or higher than in NHM (for example, up to ≥40 pmol/mg protein in MRA5 cells and MRA-6 and >100 pmol/mg protein in MRA9, respectively) (Fig. S2A and Fig. S3B). Elevation of [cAMP] decreased the survival and the proliferation of MRA-6 and MRA-4 cells but had no effect on MRA-5 cells (Fig. 2A and S2C). However, sustained activation of ACs decreased the clonogenicity of all melanoma cell lines including MRA-5 (Fig. S2D). Treatment with FSK alone or FSK in combination with a phosphodiesterase inhibitor IBMX also decreased the migration of MRA-6 cells (Fig. S2E).

Next, we asked whether the inhibitory effects of elevated [cAMP] on survival and growth of metastatic melanoma cells are due to inhibition of MAPK pathway. To test if the metastatic melanoma cells are dependent on MAPK pathway activity, we used the MEK inhibitor selumetinib (AZD6244) or the BRAF(V600E) inhibitor vemurafenib (PLX4032). Treatment with AZD6244 decreased the survival of both wild type (MRA-4) and BRAF(V600E) mutant (MRA-6) melanoma cell lines in a dose dependent manner, as expected. Inhibition of BRAF(V600E) with PLX4032 decreased the survival of the BRAF(V600E) mutant MRA-6 cells but not wild type BRAF cell line MRA-4. BRAF(V600E) mutant cell line MRA5 is intrinsically resistant to
both PLX4032 and AZD6244 (Fig. S4A). Accordingly, the effects of AZD6244 and PLX4032 on the survival of these melanoma cells correlated with a decrease in pERK (Fig. 2B – Left panel). Elevation of [cAMP] in these metastatic melanoma cell lines by FSK also decreased pERK levels (Fig. 2B – Right panel), suggesting that the inhibitory effects of elevated [cAMP] on metastatic melanoma cell survival and growth might be due to downregulation of MAPK signaling.

cAMP signaling has been implicated in mechanisms of acquired resistance of melanoma to MAPK pathway inhibition (11,23). Therefore, we asked whether treatment with FSK increases the sensitivity of melanoma cells to MAPK pathway inhibition. Elevation of [cAMP] did not significantly change the sensitivity of melanoma cells to the BRAF(V600E) inhibitor PLX4032 or MEK inhibitor AZD6244 (Fig. 2C and Fig. S4B), although cAMP elevation appeared to sensitize the cells to lower concentrations of the BRAF(V600E) inhibitor PLX4032 (Fig. 2C). Moreover, cAMP elevation did not sensitize the intrinsically resistant MRA-5 cell line to killing by MAPK pathway inhibition (Fig. 2C). Thus, although elevation of [cAMP] decreased MAPK activity, treatment with FSK did not have marked effect on inhibition of survival by MAPK pathway inhibitors.

To understand if cells that acquire resistance to MAPK pathway inhibition also acquire resistance to growth inhibition by elevated [cAMP], we generated MRA-6 cell lines (MRA-6BR and MRA-6MR) resistant to PLX4032 and AZD6244, respectively. (Fig. S4C – top panel). Western blot analysis showed that while MEK inhibitor-resistant MRA-6MR cells had higher pERK levels, BRAF(V600E) resistant MRA-6BR cells had lower pERK levels compared to their parental cells, showing that the survival of these resistant melanoma cell lines in response to MAPK inhibition is not related to pERK levels (Fig. S4C – bottom panel). Interestingly, these
MAPK pathway inhibition resistant cell lines remained sensitive to cAMP elevation (Fig. S4D), although cAMP elevation did not alter the response of the resistant cell lines to PLX4032 or AZD6244 inhibitors (Fig. 2D and Fig. S4E). These data further support the conclusion that the inhibitory effect of elevated [cAMP] on growth and survival of metastatic melanoma cells is independent of MAPK activity. Considering the reported roles of AKT/mTOR signaling in human melanoma (19) we investigated the effects of cAMP modulation on this signaling pathway. In FSK treated cells, we did not observe consistent change in the activation of AKT (Ser473 and Thr308 phosphorylation) or mTOR (Ser2448 and Ser2481 phosphorylation) in neither primary (Fig. S5A) nor metastatic (Fig. S5B) melanoma cell lines.

Differential roles of the cAMP signaling mediator Protein Kinase A (PKA) in primary and metastatic melanoma cells

Cellular responses to cAMP signaling are mainly mediated through activation of PKA, which subsequently phosphorylates CREB at Ser133. Interestingly, pharmacological inhibition of PKA with 5µM H89 decreased the proliferation of primary melanoma but not metastatic melanoma cells (Fig. 3A). At this concentration, H89 decreased the Ser133 phosphorylation of CREB in both primary and metastatic melanoma cells (Fig. 3B-C). This data suggest that the PKA-dependent activation of CREB does not contribute to the proliferation of metastatic melanoma cells. Although treatment with the PKA inhibitor resulted in an increase in pERK levels (Fig. 3B), this upregulation of ERK phosphorylation was not associated with enhanced growth of these primary melanoma cells (Fig. 3A). Conversely, in metastatic melanoma cells, inhibition of PKA resulted in reduced pERK, but this reduction in pERK was not associated with decreased cell survival (Fig. 3A). Next, we asked whether the decrease in ERK phosphorylation observed upon inhibition of PKA by H89 affects the sensitivity of metastatic melanoma cells to MAPK
pathway inhibitors. Inhibition of PKA by H89 did not affect the killing of MAPK inhibitor-sensitive MRA-6 cell by PLX4032 as indicated by IC50 values (IC50 for PLX4032 = 169.9nM vs IC50 for PLX4032+H89 5µM = 148.2nM). Similarly, treatment with H89 did not alter the resistance of MRA-5 cells to killing by PLX4032 (Fig. S6A). These data show that the effects of cAMP on survival of metastatic melanoma cells are not dependent on PKA activity or pERK levels.

To test the role of CREB in mediating cAMP signaling in melanoma cells, we employed lentiviral shRNA to knockdown CREB. Stable cell lines with CREB1 knockdown (CREB-KD) showed decreased pCREB levels (Fig. 4A). Interestingly, CREB KD cells showed higher pERK (Fig. 4A), but this upregulation of ERK activation in CREB-KD cells was accompanied by inhibition of growth and clonogenecity (Fig. 4B and Fig. S7). Moreover, elevation of [cAMP] by FSK further decreased the clonogenecity of CREB-KD cells (Fig. 4B and Fig. S7B). Taken together, these data show that the effects of elevated [cAMP] on metastatic melanoma cells are not mediated by the PKA-CREB axis and are, in part, independent of MAPK activity, suggesting that alternative pathways of cAMP signaling may contribute to the effects of elevated [cAMP] on melanoma cells.

Effects of cAMP signaling in melanoma are mediated by RAP1A/B

Next, we examined the role of an alternative cAMP signaling pathway involving the guanine-nucleotide exchange factor for RAP1 (RAPGEF), EPAC, in mediating the effects of cAMP in melanoma cells. Western blot analyses for EPAC protein expression using commercially available anti-EPAC antibodies did not yield consistent results (data not shown), but qRT-PCR assay showed that EPAC1/2 expression (mRNA) is upregulated in both primary and metastatic melanoma cells compared to normal melanocytes, whereas EPAC2 mRNA is more abundant in
metastatic melanoma than in primary melanoma cells (Fig. S8A). Similarly, western blot analysis showed that RAP1A/B is upregulated in primary and metastatic melanoma cells compared to melanocytes (Fig. S8B).

We used pharmacological inhibition of EPAC with ESI-09 [a propionitrile compound that targets the cAMP-binding domain (24,25)] to investigate the role of EPAC-RAP1 signaling in melanoma cell survival and growth. The effect of EPAC inhibition on activation of RAP1 (GTP-bound RAP1) was assessed by pulldown assay using GST-RalGDS-RBD fusion protein followed by western blot analysis (Fig. 5A). Treatment of primary melanoma cells with the EPAC inhibitor ESI-09 decreased their growth (Fig. 5B – top panel), whereas a similar treatment with the EPAC inhibitor stimulated the growth of metastatic melanoma cells (Fig. 5B – bottom panel). Next, we employed EPAC1/2 siRNA to confirm the effects of chemical inhibition of EPAC on the survival of human melanoma cells (Fig. S8C). Knockdown of EPAC1/2 did not affect the survival of primary melanoma cells (Fig. S8D) but increased the proliferation in the majority of metastatic melanoma cell lines (Fig. S8E). The difference between chemical and genetic inhibition of EPAC in primary melanoma cells might be due to a higher efficacy of ESI-09 in inhibiting EPAC activity. Nonetheless, these data confirm the differential response of primary and metastatic melanoma to EPAC signaling.

Furthermore, treatment with higher concentrations of EPAC1/2 inhibitor ESI-09 promoted the survival of metastatic melanoma cell lines with no evidence of cytotoxicity (Fig. S9A). EPAC inhibition also decreased the sensitivity of metastatic melanoma cells to the BRAF(V600E) inhibitor PLX4032 and the MEK inhibitor AZD6244 (Fig. 5C and Fig. S9B), suggesting a role for EPAC in resistance to MAPK pathway inhibition. However, this response could also be explained by the increased proliferation in the presence of EPAC inhibitor rather than a direct
effect on their sensitivity to MAPK inhibition. Western blot analysis showed that EPAC inhibition paradoxically increased phosphorylation of ERK, suggesting a MAPK-independent mechanism of action of the alternative cAMP signal mediator, EPAC (Fig. 5D). Although some effects of EPAC inhibition on the sensitivity of melanoma cells to BRAF inhibitor could be due to increased proliferation, contribution of increased MAPK activity in decreasing the sensitivity of these BRAF(V600E) melanoma cells to MAPK pathway inhibitors cannot be ruled out.

Next, considering the critical role of MITF in melanocytes and melanoma, we investigated the effects of EPAC inhibition on MITF and its target genes tyrosinase (TYR) and TRP1 in primary and metastatic melanoma cell lines (Fig. S10A-B). Western blot analysis showed that, although there is a decrease in TYR protein in one primary melanoma cell (WM1862), the low MITF cell line WM1552C does not express TYR but its survival is decreased upon EPAC inhibition similar to WM1862 (Fig. S10A and Fig. 5B). Moreover, metastatic melanoma cell lines did not show any significant change in MITF or TYR expression (Fig. S10B). Taken together, these data show that treatment with the EPAC inhibitor did not cause marked change in MITF levels, although expression of TYR and TRP1 was not always correlated with MITF expression.

To confirm the role of RAP1 in mediating the effects of EPAC, we performed RAP1 knockdown using siRNA targeting either total RAP1 (both RAP1A and RAP1B) or RAP1A and RAP1B alone (Fig. 6A-B). RAP1A/B knockdown resulted in decreased survival of primary melanoma cells (Fig. 6C). In contrast, RAP1A/B knockdown increased proliferation of metastatic melanoma cells (Fig. 6D). Similarly, transduction of cells with adenovirus expressing the constitutively active RAP1B (G12V)-GFP/FLAG protein (Fig. S11A-B) increased the proliferation of primary melanoma cells (Fig. S11C) but decreased the survival of metastatic melanoma cells (Fig. S11D). Again, the effects of RAP1 inhibition on survival and proliferation...
of primary and metastatic melanoma cells did not correlate with pERK levels (Fig. 6A-B). These data show a role for RAP1 in melanoma cell survival and proliferation, where it acts as a switch in mediating the response of primary and metastatic melanoma cells to cAMP in a MAPK-pathway independent manner.

Taken together, these data suggest that cAMP plays opposing roles during melanoma progression (Fig. 6E), switching from a pro-survival role in primary melanoma to anti-proliferative role in metastatic melanoma, and that this switch in response to cAMP is mediated by the EPAC-RAP1 axis.
Discussion

In this study, we show that cAMP signaling plays opposing roles in primary and metastatic melanoma cells and this switch in the role of cAMP signaling is mediated by EPAC-RAP1 axis. Although the role of cAMP signaling in melanocyte transformation has been studied in vitro, its role in melanoma tumor development in vivo is not well understood. For example, elevation of cAMP signaling in mouse melanocytes in vitro by treatment with FSK was shown to block their transformation by NRAS(G12V) (8,9). Activation of MC1R and the cAMP/PKA pathway has been linked to attenuation of oxidative stress (through activation of p53) in human melanocytes in culture, suggesting a negative role for cAMP in melanocyte transformation (5). Our data using the BrafCA/Pten-/- mouse melanoma model, however, show that activation of cAMP signaling accelerates melanoma tumor development in vivo.

In melanocytes, melanin synthesis is stimulated by cAMP elevation (26-29). Melanin derivatives can induce DNA damage (30) and pheomelanin production was shown to be sufficient to induce melanoma in BrafCA/CA mice with Mc1r-null allele (29). Despite the differences observed in the latency and tumor growth between FSK and DMSO treated mice with wild type Mc1r, there was no difference in the tumor melanin content.

Melanoma tumor cells in this mouse model are dependent on the MAPK pathway for their survival as shown by their sensitivity to MAPK inhibitors both in vivo (19,31) and in vitro [(19,31) and Fig S2A]. However, MAPK activation, as measured by pERK levels, has been reported to be a poor indicator of mutation status of BRAF or NRAS oncogenes or the anti-proliferative effects of MEK inhibitor on human melanoma cells (32,33). Consistent with this notion, we found that tumors from FSK treated mice, although containing a larger population of proliferative cells (as seen by the intense Ki67 immunostaining) as compared to controls, did not
show correlations of increased growth with pERK levels, suggesting a MAPK pathway-independent mechanism for the effects of elevated cAMP in melanoma tumor growth.

Melanoma cells derived from Braf^{CA}/Pten^-/- mouse tumors remained responsive to cAMP elevation with FSK, showing cell autonomous effects of cAMP. Moreover, human primary melanoma cells respond similarly to cAMP elevation in vitro, suggesting cAMP signaling promotes the growth of primary melanoma cells. cAMP activation in metastatic melanoma cells, both wildtype and BRAF(V600E), on the other hand, produced the opposite effect, i.e., decreased survival. This is consistent with the previously reported growth inhibitory effect of cAMP on metastatic melanoma cells due to inhibition of cdc25B phosphatase resulting in delayed cell cycle progression (10). Thus, cAMP signaling seems to switch from a pro-survival mechanism in primary melanoma cells to an anti-proliferative mechanism in metastatic melanoma cells.

It has been reported that treatment with FSK decreases pERK levels in melanoma cell lines (18,34). In addition, cAMP signaling has also been shown to be involved in acquired resistance to MAPK inhibition in BRAF(V600E) melanomas (11). We, however, did not find any significant change in the sensitivity of melanoma cells to MAPK inhibition upon elevation of [cAMP]. In fact, cells that were resistant to MAPK pathway inhibition (therefore, no longer dependent on MAPK pathway for survival) remained sensitive to [cAMP] elevation, suggesting the growth inhibitory effects of cAMP are independent of pERK levels.

The PKA-CREB signaling is considered the primary effector of cAMP signaling. Our data show that PKA is required for primary melanoma survival but not metastatic melanoma cells, although identical treatment with the PKA inhibitor, H89, decreased the phosphorylation of CREB in both. The effect of inhibition of PKA on survival and growth of metastatic melanoma cell lines is
consistent with its role in regulation of cell cycle progression through phosphorylation of cdc25B (10) and supports our observation that cAMP acts as anti-proliferative signal in metastatic melanoma cells.

In melanoma, CREB has been shown to regulate autophagy via NOXA (35) and promote growth and metastasis by downregulating CYR61 and AP-2α (36-38). Our data show that while downregulation of CREB decreases proliferation of metastatic melanoma cells, CREB KD cells continue to be responsive to growth inhibition by FSK treatment, suggesting that the effects of elevation of cAMP, at least in part, are CREB-independent. This observation prompted us to investigate the role of the alternative cAMP signaling pathway.

Alternative cAMP signaling is known to be mediated by EPAC-RAP1 axis. The limited information available on the functions of EPAC in melanoma shows a possible role for this protein in cell migration through heparan sulfate and Ca\(^{2+}\)-related mechanisms and through FGF2 paracrine signaling (15,16,39). Similarly, there are only a few reports on the role of RAP1 in melanoma. It was reported that RAP1 activity (RAP1-GTP) is increased in a small subset of human metastatic melanoma cells lines and tissues compared to normal human melanocytes (17). RAP1 signaling was implicated in chemokine (CXCL12)-promoted melanoma cell invasion and also in the PKA-independent mechanism of action of FSK in blocking vasculogenic mimicry (VM) in uveal and cutaneous metastatic melanoma cells \textit{in vitro} (18). In addition, in retinal pigment epithelial cells, RAP1 has been shown to mediate the anti-proliferative effects of elevated cAMP in a PKA-independent manner (40).

We found that inhibition of EPAC produced opposite effects on survival and growth of primary and metastatic melanoma cells, suggesting that signaling by EPAC-RAP1 axis accounts for the differences in response to cAMP elevation. Interestingly, the survival and growth responses of
melanoma cells to either cAMP elevation by FSK or inhibition of PKA or EPAC-RAP1 did not always correlate with MAPK pathway activity, similar to the MAPK pathway-independent effects of cAMP in melanoma (18). This highlights the complexity of crosstalk between the cAMP and MAPK pathways. In summary, our data show a pro-survival role for cAMP-EPAC-RAP1 signaling in primary melanoma that switches to an anti-proliferative role in metastatic melanoma in a MAPK pathway-independent manner. Our studies highlight the therapeutic potential of EPAC/RAP1 activation in combination with current MAPK targeted therapies for melanoma.
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Figure Legends

**Fig. 1. cAMP signaling promotes melanoma tumor development and primary melanoma cell growth.** (A) Schematic of the experimental design for chemical activation of adenylate cyclases (ACs) in BrafCa/Pten-/- mouse melanoma model. 4-HT: 4-hydroxitamoxifen (5mM); forskolin 10mM (FSK): AC activator; DMSO: vehicle control. (B) Tumor volume 6 weeks (40 – 44 days) after the 4-HT application followed by 14 days of topical application of either AC activator FSK or DMSO. Data show volume calculated using the formula for a prolate ellipsoid, (length x width²)/2. DMSO: n = 7 (4 females, 3 males; 25 tumors); FSK: n = 7 (4 females, 3 males; 26 tumors). (C) Histology and immunohistochemical analysis of mouse melanoma tumors. S100A4 was used as a melanoma marker and Ki67 as a marker of proliferative cells. Scale bar: 400µm (D) MTT assay showing the growth of melanoma cells isolated from the vehicle-treated mouse tumor. FSK in the medium was replenished every 48 h throughout the experiment. Values (mean± SD) from 5-6 replicates are shown. (E) Effect of treatment with FSK on human primary melanoma cell lines was assessed by MTT assay as described for (D). DMSO: Control; FSK: AC activator forskolin. Data (mean ± SD) from 5-6 replicates analyzed by unpaired Student’s t test are shown. P values: * indicates P ≤0.05; ** ≤0.01; *** ≤0.001 and **** ≤0.0001.

**Fig. 2. cAMP decreases survival of human metastatic melanoma cell lines.** (A) Effect of FSK on survival of melanoma cell lines was measured using MTT assay. Cells plated in 96 wells were treated with FSK for 72 h. Data (mean ± SD) from 5-6 replicates normalized to DMSO control are shown. (B) Western blot shows pERK levels after 8 h treatment with MEK inhibitor AZD6244 (A) or the BRAF(V600E) inhibitor PLX4032 (P) (0.1µM for MRA-4 and MRA-6 or 10µM for MRA-5) (*left panel*) and AC activation with 10µM forskolin (F) (*right panel*). (C) and
(D) Survival measured by MTT assay after 72 h treatment with increasing concentrations of BRAF(V600E) inhibitor PLX4032 alone or in combination with the AC activator forskolin (FSK). Data (mean ± SD) from 5-6 replicates normalized to a DMSO control are shown.

**Fig. 3. PKA activity is required for the survival of human primary but not metastatic melanoma cells.** (A) Effect of treatment with 5µM H89 (PKA inhibitor) on the growth of primary (*upper panels*) or metastatic (*lower panels*) melanoma cells. H89 in the medium was replenished every 48 h and surviving cells were estimated using MTT assay. Data (mean ± SD) from 5-6 replicates analyzed by unpaired Student’s *t* test are shown. P values: * indicates *P* ≤0.05; ** ≤0.01; *** ≤0.001 and **** ≤0.0001. (B) and (C) Western blot analysis show the effect of 8 h treatment with 5µM H89 on pCREB and pERK of primary (*panel B*) and metastatic (*panel C*) melanoma cells.

**Fig. 4. Effects of elevated [cAMP] on metastatic melanoma cells are not dependent on CREB** (A) Metastatic melanoma cells were transduced with CREB shRNA or scrambled shRNA (control) lentivirus and transduced cells were selected using puromycin. Western blot shows CREB knockdown, pCREB and pERK levels 6 days post-transduction. (B) Effect of cAMP elevation by treatment with forskolin (*F*) on the clonogenicity of control and CREB-knockdown melanoma cells. Forskolin or DMSO (*D*) was replenished every 72 h for three weeks. Data (mean ± SD) from 3 replicates analyzed by unpaired Student’s *t* test are shown. P values: * indicates *P* ≤0.05; ** ≤0.01; *** ≤0.001 and **** ≤0.0001.

**Fig. 5. EPAC has opposite roles in primary and metastatic melanoma cells.** (A) Western blot shows RAP1-GTP levels after GST-RalGDS-RBD fusion protein pulldown from melanoma cells treated with DMSO (*D*) or 5µM EPAC inhibitor ESI-09 (*E*) for 8 h. (B) Effect of EPAC inhibitor ESI-09 or DMSO (replenished every 48 h) on the growth of primary melanoma (*top
panel: ESI-9 at 5µM) and metastatic (bottom panel; ESI-09 at 10µM) melanoma cells. Data (mean ± SD) from 5-6 replicates analyzed by unpaired Student’s t test are shown. P values: * indicates $P \leq 0.05$; ** $\leq 0.01$; *** $\leq 0.001$ and **** $\leq 0.0001$. (C) Effect of EPAC inhibition by ESI-09 on sensitivity of melanoma cells to BRAF(V600E) inhibitor PLX4032. Cells plated in 96-well plates were treated with DMSO or 5 µM ESI-09 and increasing concentrations of PLX4032 for 72 h and cell survival was assessed using MTT assay. Data from 5-6 replicates normalized to a DMSO control are shown. (D) Western blot shows the effect of 8 h treatment with 5µM ESI-09 on pERK in metastatic melanoma cells. Western blots shown in Figure 5A and 5B were performed simultaneously using same lysates from same experiment; therefore, same β-Tubulin is used.

**Fig. 6. Switch in the role of RAP1 signaling in primary vs. metastatic melanoma cells.**

Western blot analysis of pERK in (A) primary melanoma cells transfected with RAP1A/B siRNA (4 pooled siRNAs) or scrambled control siRNA and harvested at 48 h and (B) metastatic melanoma cells transfected with RAP1A or RAP1B siRNAs (pool of two for each) or scrambled siRNA and harvested at 72 h. MTT assay (C) shows the effect of RAP1A/B knockdown on the growth of primary melanoma cells after 48 h of transfection and (D) the effect of RAP1A or RAP1B knockdown on metastatic melanoma cells after 72 h of transfection. Data (mean ± SD) from 5-6 replicates analyzed by unpaired Student’s t test are shown. P values: * indicates $P \leq 0.05$; ** $\leq 0.01$; *** $\leq 0.001$ and **** $\leq 0.0001$. (E) A schematic model for the switch in cAMP signaling response in primary and metastatic melanoma cells mediated by EPAC-RAP1 signaling. Although a critical role for cAMP-PKA-CREB signaling axis has been well established, the role of cAMP-EPAC-RAP1 axis in melanocytes remains to be investigated.
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Figure 5

A: BRAF(V600E) expression in MRA-5 and MRA-6 cells. 

B: Absorbance at 540nm over 4 days for WM1862 and MRA-4 wtBRAF melanoma cell lines. 

C: Survival percentage over 5 days for MRA-6 and MRA-5 BRAF(V600E) cell lines treated with PLX4032 and PLX4032 + ESI-09 (5μM). 

D: pERK1/2, ERK1/2, and β-Tubulin expression in wtBRAF and BRAF(V600E) cell lines.
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